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Given two distinct branchings of a directed graph G, we present several conditions 
which are equivalent to the corresporiding incidence vectors of the branchings being 
adjacent on the branching polyhedron of 6. The proof of these equivalences uses a 
“shrinking algorithm’* whi_h will determine in O(n’) time and space whether or not the 
incidence vectors are adjacent. 
1. Introduction 
Let G = (V, E) be a loopless directed graph with node set V and edge set E. 
Every e+rlge e E E has a tail, t(e) E V, and a heail, h(e) E V. A bmnching of G is a 
forest J s E such that every node is the head of at most one edge of J. ‘The 
bmnching polyhedron, P(G) c WE, is the convex hull of all incidence vectors of 
branchings of G. 
Edmonds [2] presented an efficient algorifihm for the problem of finding an 
optimum weight branching of G and this algorithm provides a linear system which 
defines P(G). The facets of P(G) were characterized in [33 and [S]. Here we study 
the edges of P(G); that is; the adjacency relation between pairs of vertices of 
P(G). Two distinct vertices x and y of a bounded polyhedron P are adjacent if no 
point of the line segment [x, y] is a convex combination of ezrtices of P different 
from x and y, Distinct brancfnings A and 13 of G are adjacent if their respective 
characteristic vectors X* and x’ are adjacent on P(O). 
Perhaps the simplest o describe necessary condition for two vertices x and y of 
a polyhedron P to be adjacent is that the midpoint of the line segment [x9 y] is not 
the midpoint of another line segment [w, t’;, where w and t are vertices of P 
difTerent from x and y, For the case cf the branching polyhedron P(G) and 
distinct bran&sings A and B of 0, it is eafllily seen that the above cclndition is 
satisfied by X” and X” if and only if d4 anrl If meet the following criterion, 
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Midpoint Criterion. There do not exist branchings C and D of G, different from A 
and B, such that AnB=CnD and AUH=CUD. 
In his thesis [7] one of the authors developed a very general criterion for the 
adjacency of two vertices of a O-l polyhedron. This so-called “colouring criter- 
ion”, which can be checked by a straightforward algorithm, is sufficient for two 
vertices of any O-l pn!yhedron to be adjacent and is also necessary for adjacency 
in some large clarses of O-l polyhedra, including the polyhedra of set packings, 
matchings, vertex packings, vertex coverings, set partioning.-,, linear and partial 
orders and h-matchings (cf. [g] and [9]). We remark that in each of the cases 
above, the midpoint criterion is also sufficient. We now formulate the colouring 
criterion for the branching polyhedron. 
Let A and B be two distinct branchings in G = (V, E) and let A AB denote 
their symmetric difference. A colouring @ of A AB is a partition of A A,B into 
nonempty sets, the colour classes of @ . 
Cohuring Criterion. For any colouring ,Q of A AB with I!&] 2 2 there are two 
distinct colour classes K and L such that (A n K) U (B n L) U (A n B) is not a 
branching, i.e. this set contains a cycle or a pair of edges with the same head. 
To check this criterion one can apply a straightforward algorithm which inspects 
at most \A AI31 colourings. 
Colouring Algorithm. Start with the colouring !@== ((~1: eE AAB}. Then, as long as 
it is possible, find a pair K, L of distinct colour classes such that (A n K) U 
(I3 fl L) U fA I? S) is not a branching and replace !R by the “coarser” colouring 
fit-{K, L}U{KUL}. 
The following theorem has been proved in [7] and [9] in the context of any O-l 
polyhedron. 
.L (a) The colouring criterion is fulfilled if and only if the colouring 
k ‘Lg3wzzm steps !d~ a colouring having only one colour class. 
!b) The colouring criterion is suficient for the a,dj’acency of A and B. 
Here we prove the following stronger theorem. 
. For two distinct branchings A and 13 the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(i) A and I3 are adjacent. 
(ii) ‘Uze midpoint criterion is fulfilled. 
Jle colouring criterion is fulfilled. 
hje colouring algorithm stops with a single L*olour cla$s. 
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The equivalence of (iii) and (iv) is implied by the general Theorem 1. The 
implication (i)+ (ii) is obvious and (iii)+ (ii) then follows from Theorem 1. 
However, this can be seen directly. For if the branchings C and D show that che 
midpoint criterion fails, then the colouring 
a={(Cn(A-B))u(Dn(B-A)), (Dn(A-B))U(Cn(B-A))} 
shows that the colouring criterion fails. In the next section we present a “shrink- 
ing algorithm” which either detellrmines that A and B are adjacent and the 
colouring criterion is fulfilled or it finds branchings C and, D for which the 
midpoint criterion fails. This provides an algorithmic proof of (ii)+(i) and 
(ii)=$(iii), Thus the verification of the algorithm will complete the proof of the 
theorem. 
In Section 4 we indicate that tk,e shrinking algorithm can be implemented in 
0(n2) time and space requiremenls, where n is the number of nodes in G. 
The adjacency characterizations above, together with an 0(n3) algorithm for 
checking adjacency, were first developed by Hausmann [6] using the general 
concept of combining colour classt:s. The essential proof techniques of [6] were 
then used by Giles [4] to get a considerably shorter proof of the adjacency result 
and a more efficient 0(n2) algorithm for determining adjacency. 
2. The shrinking algorithm z 
We first require the following c%efinitions. Let S E V. r(S) denotes the set of 
edges having both ends in S and 54 S) denotes the set of edges e E E with h(e) E S, 
t(e) & S. G x S, the graph obtainecl’ from G by shrinking S, iis the graph (V’, E’) 
where 
V’=(V-S)U{S}, E'=E-y(S) 
and for e E E’ 
f’(e) = 
if t(e)& S, 
otherwise, 
h’(e) = 
if h(e)& !8:, 
otherwise. 
Let A, and B. be distinct bra1 lchings of a directed graph GO = ( Vo, E,). We 
may assume that A,, U B, = EC,. Phase I of the Shrinking Algorithm constructs a 
sequence Go, G,, . . . of graphs and sequences AO, Al, . . . and &,, 61 1, . . . of 
branchings. For each i a0, Ai, B, will be distinct branchings of 6,. As Phase I 
proceeds either it discovers a. simple structure which sholws that Ai, Bi are 
adjacent or non-adjacent or it pro;luces a new graph Gi+, and distinct branchings 
Ai+,, Bi+l of Gi+l such that ,4i, are adjacent if and OIII~Y if Ai+ ,, E3, +, are 
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adjacent. Furthermore, IAi U Bi I> (Ai + I U Bi + ,I and SO Phase 1 must terminate for 
some i = k. 
If Phase I determines that Ak, Bk are adjacent hen we assert that (&, &,), 
{A,, B,L 0 l ’ * {Ak, B,) are pairs of adjacent branchings, which moreover satisfy 
the coloring criterion. If Ak Bc are non-adjacent, then Phase II of the algorithm 
constructs t ,quences Co, C,, . . . , Ck and Do, D,, . . . , Dk of branchings uch that 
C,, e>i are branchings of Gi, different from Ai, Bi, Ci fl Di = Ai fl Bi and Ci U Di = 
A, U Bi for 0 < i s k. Hence {A,,, R,,}, {A,, I3 ,}, . . . , {AL, &} are pairs of non- 
adjacent branchings. 
Shrinking algorithm 
F%ase 1. Set i to 0. 
Step 1. Find e E Ai r~ B,. If no such e exists, then go to Step 3; otherwise go to 
Step 2. 
Step 2. Let Gi+l be obtained from Gi by shrinking {hi (e), ti (e)}, Ai + 1 s Ai - {e} 
and Bi +_ , E Bi - {e}. Ai + , and Bi + , are clearly branchings in Gi +, . Set i to i + 1 and 
go to Step 1. 
Step 3. If Gi has exactly one component with a nonempty edge set, then go to 
Step 4. Otherwise, le? M be the ed :e set of a component of Gi. Since Ai n Bi = 0, 
C, G (Ai - If) U (Bi fI PI) and Di E (Bi - H) U (Ai n H) satisfy 
AinBi=CinQ and AiUBi=CiUDi. 
Go to Phase II. 
(1) 
Sfep 4. If (Ai U Bi 12 3, then go to Step 5. Otherwise, it is easily seen that if 
IA, U B, I = 1, then Ai and Bi are adjacent and if IAi U Bi I = 2, then Ai and Bi are 
adjacent if and only if Ai U Bi is not a branching. If Ai and Bi are adjacent then 
go to Step 8. Otherwise, it is simple to find Ci and Di satisfying (1). Go to Phase 
II. 
Step 5. If Gi contains a 2-cycle, i.e. a pair (e, f} of edges with hi(e) = ti (f) and 
t,(e) = hi(f), h ? en go to Step 6. Otherwise, go to Step 7. 
,cJCtpn c; . %ppose e E Ai and f E Bi and let S s {hi (e), ri(~)}. If ai = 0, then 
C E (A, - e) ‘d f and Di G (Bi - f) U e are branchings of Ci which satisfy ( 1) and go 
to Phase II. Otherwise, let Gi +1 be obtained from ‘-r;i by shrinking S, Ai+, = Ai - e 
and Bi+,~Bi-f. Ai+,, Bi + 1 are again branchings in Gi +, . Set i to i + 1 and go to 
Ste9 4. 
Step 7. Let W={UE V/‘i :Si(U)#O} and for ‘3E W 
Then Ai I 
C’(u)G(Ai nai(U))U(Bi_6i(V)) and D(V)s(Bi O&(u))U(Ai-S,(u)). 
LI Bi = C(O) U D ,:u) and, since )Ai U Bi( a 3, C(u) and D(u) are different 
and f3;,, y$c c1ar.m 
for some w E W, C(w) and D(w) are branchings of Gi. (2) 
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Then Ci s C(W) and Di G D(W) satisfy (1). GO to Phase II. 
Step 8. Let i = k. We have determined that Ak and Bk are adjacent. It is easy 
to verify that Ak and Rk satisfy the colouring criterion. We claim 
{A,, &h iA,, &I, . . .y (Ak, Bk} are pairs of adjacent branchings 
and satisfy the colouring criterion. (3) 
Stop. 
Phase II. Let i + 1 = k. 
Step 9. If i + 1 = 0, then stop. Otherwise, go to Step 10. 
Step 10. Given Ci+l and Di+ 1 which satisfy (l), if Gi + 1 was constructed from Gi 
by an application of Step 1, then Ci GCi+,Ue and DisDi+lUe satisfy (1). 
Otherwise, Gi + 1 was constructed from Gi by an application of Step 6 and either 
C’iEC’i+IUe, DizDi+lUf or CiECi+lUf, DisDi+lUe satisfy (1). More ex- 
plicitly, if edge g E $ (S) is in Ci + 1, say ,then one of the edges e and f, say e, fu!fills 
hi(g)= ti(e). Then Ci ECi+lUe and Di zDi+,Uf satisfy (1). Set i to i-l and go 
to Step 9. 
3. Verifiation of the algorithm 
Since IAi I> (Ai + II for all i > 0, Phase I must terminate for some i = k. We IKN 
prove that claims (2) and (3) hold. 
Proof of (2). Suppose that for all u E W either C(U) or D(U) is not a branching. If 
C(u) (resp. D(U)) is not a branching, then let Y(v) (resp. Z(U)) be the unique 
directed polygon of C(v) (resp. D(u)). Without loss of generality we may assume 
that for some t.++ W, D(u,) is not a branching. There are two possibilities. 
Case 1. For every ZJ E W such that D(u) is not a branching there is a node 
w E Vi(Z(U)) - u such that D(w) is not a branching. 
We construct an infinite sequerce of directed paths Pi c Ai from ZJ) to nodes 
u E W such that D(v) is not a branching. Starting with j = 0 and PC1 = {u,), let Pi be 
a directed path from o. to Uj E W where D(q) is not a branching. By assumption 
there is a node Uj+l E Vi(Z(S))- uj such that D(Uj+,) is not a branching. Let P[+, 
be the simple directed path in Z(Uj) from Uj to Vi+ 1. Then P;+ 1 G Ai and 
P j+, = Pi U PI,, is a directed path in Ai from z+) to Vi+1 of length greater than the 
length of Pi (see Fig. 1). But then PO, P1, . . . is an infinite sequence of directed 
paths of Ai with strictly increasing lengths. This is impossible since Ai is a 
branching. 
Case 2. There exists a node u1 E W such that D(u,) is not a branching and for 
all TV E Vi(Z(V,)) - ul, D(u) is a branching. 
Let Z(U,) = (u,, e,, Q, . . . , vl, el, TI[+~ = u,) where vl, u2,. , vl are distinct nodes 
of \‘i, ti(ej)=uj and hi(ej)=uj+l for l~jal and 133. Then {e,, e2,. . . ,e,-,)c 
Ai. We construct a sequence PI, PI_,, . . . , P, of directed paths in 
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?+ . . . 
\;: 
. \&a
v--p v ‘QV.) <- - 4 *i 3 
a j ?:.$ j vjtl c-- 4 > . . . 
1' ’ 
Bi 
jtl 
Fig. 1. 
path from vl to vi for 1 s i s j. TO begin with, PI = {q). NOW suppose Pi is a 
directed path in Bi from q to vj where 1 <i 6 ;. Since D(vj) is a branching, C(vj) 
contains a directed polygon Y(vj) with ej-1 E Y(vj). Then Pi’_, E Y(vj)-cj-1 is a 
directed path in Bi from vi to q-1 and Pi-1 E Pi U P[_, is a directed path in Bi 
from vI to vi_-1 (see Fig. 2). Since 2 2 3, P, is a directed path in Bi from vl to v,, 
different from (q, e,, v,). This is impossible because Bi is a branching. 
. . . 2 7 A \ \ *P! * 1-l r v 
\ c(_-” 
Fig. 2. 
Proof of (3). Suppose (3) is false. First, let i be an index such that Ai, Bi are 
non-adjacent and Ai + , , Bi+l are adjacent. For branching J of Gi, let J’ denote the 
b:.anching JnEi+l of Gi+r. Since Ai, Bi are non-adjacent there exist branchings 
J,, 52, l - . , J, of Gi, different from Ai, Bi, and positive reals (Y, p, AI, AZ, . . . , A, 
!;uch that 
r 
(YJ. A’+&@ = c AiX J’ and cu+p= i )ri=l. 
i=l i= 1 
(4) 
Case 1. Gi+, was created from Gi in Step ;. 
Then ion ~LX 0 G Ai n Bi, Gi + 1 was obtained from Gi by shrinking {hi(e), t,(e)}. 
Since (4) holds we must have e E Ii for 1 s j s r. Tnus J{, .I$, . . . , .I: are branchings 
of Gi+l, each different from Ai + ,, Bi _+,, such that 
But then Ai.+,, Bi + I are non-adjacent : a contradiction. 
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Case 2. Gi+l was created from Gi in Step 6. 
Then there is a 2-cycle {e, fl of Gi with e E Ai and f E Bi. Furthermore, 6i (S) f: 0 
and G i+ 1 was obtained by shrinking S s { ti (e), hi (e)). Adding the equations of (4) 
corresponding to e and f yields 
Since each Jj is a branching, la xiii- x# and so 1 = x$ + X? ; i.e. we must have 
Jin(e,f)#O for l~jsr. Suppose Ai+l=J; for some k~{l,2,...,r). Then 
Jk=(Ai-e)Uf. If we also have Bi+l=J[ for some I41,2,...,4, then JI= 
(Bi - f) U e ; which is impossible because 6, (S) # 0. If (Y s hk then 
p,+, =- ; [(A, - &“k’ + i +‘:-*; 
j=l 1 
j#k 
i.e. xBi + 1 is a convex combination of (xJl’, xJi, . . . , xJr’). Since xBi + 1 is a vertex of 
P(Gi+l), &+I =J[forsome 1E{1,2,..., r); a contradiction. If (I! > hk, then 
(a-Ak)xA~.~+@+~ = i AjxJu 
j=l 
j#k 
and Ai+,, Bi+l are non-adjacent; a contradiction. An identical argument shows 
thatwecannothaveB,+,=J~forsomekE(1,2,...,r).HenceJ’,,J~,...,J:are 
different from Ai+l, Bi +l and 
But then Ai+l, B, +1 are non-adjacent; a contradiction. 
NOW SU~~CJSC i is an index such that Ai and Bi fail to meet the colouring 
criterion and Ai+*, Bi+ 1 do meet the colouring criterion. Let !@ be a colouring of 
Ai ABi with Ial 2 2 such that for all pairs K7 L of colour classes 9, (K n Ai) U 
(L fI Bi) U (Ai n Bi) is a branching of Gi. If Gi+l was created from Gi in Step 2, 
then clearly !R is a colouring of Ai+ lABi +I which shows that the colouring 
criterion fails for Ai+, and Bi + 1; a contradiction. 
Suppose G,+, was created from Gi in Step 6. We have 6,(S) # 0 and we may 
assume that S.-me edge g of 8, (S) is in Bi and also in colour class L of 9. Then 
hi(g) = hi(e) and, since the colouring criterion fails for A, and Bi, we must have 
c E I_,. Since f F Bi and (e, f} is a cycle, we have f E L. If there is another edge 
d E 6i (S), then hi(d) = hi(f) and we must have d E L also Thus Si (S) U (e, f) E L 
and it is easily seen that {K -(e, f) : K E !@} is a colouring of Ai+ lJBi+l for which 
the colouring criterion fails. This is a contradiction arld the proof of (3) is 
complete. 
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4. Cr~lnrapIexity of the algorit 
Let n = IV& Then lAoI s y1 - 1 and l&l < n - 1. To execute Steps 1 and 2, first 
compute A,, O I&. This can be done in O(n) time (see Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman 
[ I]). Then shrink the edges of A,, n I?* one at a time. Shrinking a single edge 
requires O(n) time. Hence all of Stc;ps 1 and 2 can be completed in 0( n*) time. 
The wmponents of Gi can be determined in O(n) time (see [l]). Hence Step 3 
takes O(n) time. It takes O(n) time to determine if Gi has a 2=cycle, O(n) time to 
determine if 6i (S) = 0 and O(n) time to shrink S. Steps 5 and 6 are executed at 
most n, - 2 times and therefore take O(n*) time altogether. Step 7 can be 
implemented in O( n*) time. Thus all of Phase I can be executed in 0( n*) time. 
It is easily seen that Phase II can be executed in 0( n*) time. Hence the 
algorithm has O(n’) complexity. O(n*) space is required. 
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